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NOTES OF JUDGE J JELAS ON SENTENCING

 
 

[1] Mr Avelino, you are here today for sentencing on a large number of charges 

that relate to assault offences upon your children. Sentencing follows your 

acceptance of a sentence indication previously given to you by Judge Fraser.    

[2] The charges as follows:   

a) CRN ending 4347 assault on a child representative offence – [the 

victim] aged between five and six years smacking on legs and face 

with hand, maximum penalty two years’ imprisonment;  

b) CRN ending 4354 assault with a blunt instrument representative 

charge – [the victim] aged five-six years smacking on head with belt, 



 

 

wooden spoon and Samoan broom, maximum penalty five years’ 

imprisonment;  

c) CRN 4350 assault on a child representative offence – [the victim] 

aged seven-eight years smacking back of palm with hand, maximum 

penalty two years’ imprisonment;  

d) CRN ending 4351 assault with a blunt instrument representative 

charge – [the victim] seven-eight years smacking on hand with the 

Samoan broom belt and folding chair, maximum penalty five years’ 

imprisonment;  

e) CRN ending 4353 assault using a blunt instrument representative 

offence – [the victim] 10-11 years smacking on the legs using a 

wooden spoon and belt, maximum penalty five years’ imprisonment;  

f) CRN ending 4355 assault upon a child aged 10-11 years stomping on 

her legs maximum penalty, two years’ imprisonment;  

g) CRN ending 4367 assault on a child [the victim] two-three years 

smacking on the bottom and back of legs, maximum penalty two 

years’ imprisonment.   

[3] All of the above offences are alleged to have occurred between  

1 January 2014 and 28 March 2015, a 14 month period.  As noted, many of the 

offences are what is known as representative offences meaning that the conduct 

referred in the charge occurred more than once. 

[4] Your first appearance for all of these charges was on 23 June 2015 and your 

initial pleas entered were not guilty.  In November 2015, Mr Eastwood was 

appointed to be your representative.  He sought a sentence indication on your behalf. 

That indication was given by Judge Fitzgerald on 11 March 2016.  He indicated a 

final sentence in the range of 24 to 26 months’ imprisonment, leaving open the 



 

 

possibility for further credit to be given if additional material was available at 

sentencing. 

[5] He also noted home detention would only be a viable option if it was to an 

address other than where the children were living.  That indication was accepted by 

you on 30 March 2016.   

[6] Sentencing was initially scheduled for 9 June 2016 but the report from 

Corrections prepared at the time recorded that an electronically monitored sentence 

had not been canvassed.  You had refused to consent to be electronically monitored 

expressing concern as to the impacts such a sentence would have on your lifestyle.  

You stated you would rather do imprisonment than be subject to an electronically 

monitored sentence. 

[7] After further discussions with your counsel sentencing was adjourned to 

enable the possibility of an alternate address to be considered for an electronically 

monitored sentence.  No such address has been identified to date.   

[8] On your behalf, Mr Eastwood has sought a further adjournment of sentencing 

to enable that option to be explored.  I have declined that application. 

[9] The starting point adopted by Judge Fitzgerald in his sentence indication 

which sets out in full the circumstances of the offending upon your children 

identifies a starting point of three years’ imprisonment.  He then allowed a discount 

of 10 percent for steps that you have taken towards your rehabilitation.  I have today 

received a further Certificate of Achievement from a group, Toolbox parenting, that 

records that as at 6 September you have successfully completed a Toolbox parenting 

course.   

[10] Judge Fitzgerald then noted that credit would obviously need to be given for 

your guilty pleas and generously indicated a credit in the range of 20 to 25 percent.  I 

say generous because your guilty pleas were not entered early as you initially went 

down the not guilty path.   



 

 

[11] On your behalf today, Mr Eastwood seeks for additional credit to be given to 

you for your ongoing work to address your parenting skills and also in recognition of 

the fact that you are working full-time and provide financial support to your family.  

He seeks leave to be granted to you under s 80I Sentencing Act 2002 so that you can 

at some future date apply to be released from custody on a sentence of home 

detention if a suitable residence is available. 

[12] In my view, no further credit can be given for the additional and ongoing 

work that you were doing.  The 10 percent credit that has already been given by 

Judge Fitzgerald is generous and adequately takes into account all work that you 

have done.  Further, as I have noted, the level of credit he has given to you already 

for your guilty pleas is equally generous given they were not entered at an early 

opportunity. 

[13] In the earlier PAC report of 30 May 2015 the report writer explored with you 

the circumstances of the offending and your attitude to using violence upon the 

children.  You stated that you knew the use of violence for discipline was wrong but 

stated that you do not use your full strength.  You justified smacking and disciplining 

your children referring to your son as a naughty boy by not listening to you.  You 

further referred to the fact that you were disciplining your children in the way that 

you had been disciplined in your upbringing.   

[14] It was the view of the report writer that while you agreed with the summary 

of facts and maintained your guilty pleas, you downplayed some of the events in the 

summary.  You stated to the report writer, after you had read the summary of facts 

that you feel like a bad dad.  You report missing your family and your lifestyle prior 

to the offending and the prosecution has obviously been a stress upon you.   

[15] In considering whether or not it is appropriate to reduce the starting point 

identified by Judge Fitzgerald further I have considered your prior convictions.  It 

has been explained to me that some of these offences arise out of a learnt parenting 

style that you gained during your childhood.  While that may be so I note that you 

have been before the Court on numerous occasions previously for violence offences, 



 

 

albeit upon adults, and in the past been offered supervision sentences to deal with 

any underlying causes. 

[16] Your history for assault includes two convictions in 1994, a conviction in 

2004, 2006 (two charges), 2008 at which time you received one years’ supervision.  I 

note you also received supervision in 2010 in respect of a driving while disqualified 

third or subsequent.  While it is not known what the purpose of the supervision 

sentence was at that time, it may well have been alcohol related which I note appears 

to be one of the factors that contributes to this offending. 

[17] I have the benefit of the victim impact statement that has been prepared by 

your wife.  She refers to the fact that she does not want you to go to prison and states 

you only drink on Saturdays after rugby and “his problem is his anger, it has always 

been that way and he does not know how to control the kids without using physical 

violence.”  In her view, she would like you to seek help with your anger 

management.  She continues to remain supportive of you and refers to the children 

missing you. 

[18] Having regard to all those factors and sentence indication given, and the 

additional material before me, there is no reason in my view to alter the sentence 

indication that has previously been given.  In my view, there is a great need to deter 

and denounce this offending and to hold you accountable.  While I need to bear in 

mind the need for consistency and to impose the least restrictive outcome, in my 

view a sentence other than imprisonment would not meet the relevant purposes of 

sentencing in this case.. 

[19] In respect of all charges, you will be sentenced to two years’ in custody. 

 

J Jelas  
District Court Judge 
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